Asymmetric Warfare Group
Command Brief

The overall classification of this briefing is:

UNCLASSIFIED

THINK. ADAPT. ANTICIPATE.
MISSION: AWG provides global operational advisory support to U.S. Army forces to rapidly transfer current threat based observations and solutions to tactical and operational commanders in order to defeat emerging asymmetric threats and enhance multi-domain effectiveness.

Key Tasks:
1. Advise: Provide operational advisory support to Army formations across the range of military operations at the operational point of need.
2. Scout: Inform the Army and identify capability gaps through global observation of the operational environment and emerging threats.

How AWG operates:
- Gain Operational Environment context through first hand observations of the threat
- Utilize access to Army senior leaders to inform critical observations
- Link TRADOC to operational force
- Maintain global Army network (BCTs, DIVs, ACOMs, ASCCs, and USSOF)
AWG Team Members are seasoned professionals, specially selected and trained for the AWG Mission.

**Key Attributes**

- Functional Subject Matter Experts
- Creative Problem Solvers
- Expert Communicators
- Adaptive
- Disciplined

AWG is a diverse team with a balance of combat arms, special operations, and technical specialties to ensure AWG is able to advise and understand emerging threats and complex environments.

**AWG Organizational Structure**

- **AWG HQ - Fort Meade, MD**
- **Combined Arms Center**
- **Mission Command CoE**
- **Asymmetric Warfare Group**
  - **CDR**
  - **Dep to AWG CDR**
  - **Executive Officer**
  - **CSM**
  - **Group Staff**
    - **S32/ Fusion**
    - **Able Squadron**
    - **Baker Squadron**
    - **Charlie Squadron**

*MCCOE Alignment effective 1 JUN 2019*
The Army’s Global Scouts & Advisors
Supporting the fielded force through Experience, Proximity, & Duration

SCOUTING (Connect units to Threats and Environments)
- Gain insight into future evolutions of threat capabilities and TTPs
- Identify tactical blind spots
- Develop understanding of near-peer threats
- Inform the operational & institutional Army
- Maintain awareness of VEO TTPs and capabilities

ADVISING (Improve Effectiveness)
- Enable units to “win” in near-peer competition/combats
  - Combat Advising
  - Support to large scale exercises
- Enhance home station training / refine TTPs
- Inform CTCs to better replicate the threat
- Educate units on emerging threat TTPs and OEs
- Support units preparing for forward missions

AWG focuses on hard tactical problems that have operational impacts
Contact

24-Hour Operations Center: (301) 833-5258

Website: www.awg.army.mil